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EUQINOM Gallery is pleased to present Mona Kuhn’s new series Bushes & Succulents. This is Kuhn’s third 
solo exhibition with the gallery and the first exhibition of the new series. Coinciding with Women’s History 
Month in March and inspired by the female artists that came before her, Kuhn creates closely framed figure 
studies of the female form alongside succulent plants depicted in alluring color. The exhibition includes a 
site-specific installation in collaboration with composer Boris Salchow.  
 
“Bushes & Succulents is my artistic response to the ongoing currents in contemporary feminism. Reminiscent 
of Georgia O’Keefe’s floral paintings, your eyes wander around the graceful lines, not knowing exactly what 
you are looking at. The images titled “Bushes” are a celebration of the female essence, confident, raw, elegant 
yet confrontational and unapologetic. The solarization process reveals human imperfections, not only in the 
metallic brilliance of the skin, but also brings to the surface our struggles, our strengths, our power." - Mona 
Kuhn 
 

     
 

Images: Left: Bushes 04, 2018, Right: Succulents 04, 2018, both Chromogenic metallic archival print 
 
Los Angeles-based artist Mona Kuhn is best known for her large-scale photographs of the human form. Her 
approach is unusual in that she develops close relationships with her subjects, resulting in images of 
remarkable intimacy, and creating the effect of people naked but comfortable in their own skin. In addition, 
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Kuhn's playful combination of visual strategies, such as translucency explores our connectedness with the 
environment. A sublime sense of comfort and intelligence permeates her works, showing the human body in 
its most natural state while simultaneously re-envisioning the nude as a contemporary canon of art. 
 
The premise for Bushes & Succulents acknowledges the significant, often marginalized, contribution women 
have made in the arts historically. For decades, female artists looked to nature for inspiration, using botanics 
as metaphors for life, origin and the female form. Kuhn creates her own botanical images of succulent plants, 
photographed at the Botanical Gardens at Huntington Library in Los Angeles, in evocative colors. She chose 
succulents specifically for their ability to endure harsh environments, feeling that endurance was a quality 
definitive of women’s experience as well. Playful as the title may be, the project addresses nuanced topics of 
objectivity, women’s bodies and feminism in Kuhn’s unique artistic voice.  
 
Accompanying the succulents are solarized photographs of women’s torsos focused on, as Kuhn states, “the 
place of our origin”. The models collaborated closely with Kuhn throughout the project, allowing for myriad 
images both classic and uninhibited. The images are made using an analog solarization process in 
recognition of artist Lee Miller, who discovered the process in the 1929 (made famous by fellow artist Man 
Ray). The solarized prints highlight the natural lines of the female form, while nearly abstracting them, a 
reaction on the skin that ranges from metallic, to brilliance, to aged stone. The solarization gives them a 
statue-like presence and reveals imperfections, veins, and a nearly translucent view of the figures. All of the 
images are printed on metallic chromogenic paper and will be included in the first room of the gallery space.  
 
A site-specific installation by Kuhn will be displayed in the back gallery, featuring additional images from 
Bushes & Succulents, printed on translucent vellum and applied directly to the walls. Visitors encounter a 
sound piece created in collaboration with composer Boris Salchow, featuring the voice of Pulitzer 
Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn Brooks reading her 1959 poem “We Real Cool”. The piece is layered with bass 
tones in reference to the jazz era Brooks invokes. Kuhn includes the poem in the accompanying publication 
Bushes & Succulents, published by Stanley Barker in 2018. The book is available for purchase from the 
gallery.  
 
Mona Kuhn was born in 1969 in São Paulo, Brazil and is of German descent. She received her BA from The 
Ohio State University and went on to study fine art at the San Francisco Art Institute. She is currently an 
independent scholar at The Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles. Kuhn’s work has been exhibited at Le 
Bal and Louvre Museum, Paris France; Royal Academy of Arts in London; Musée de l’Elysée, Lausanne, 
Switzerland; Leopold Museum, Vienna, Austria and Australian Centre for Photography, Sydney, Australia. Her 
work is in private and public collections worldwide, including The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 
California; Los Angeles County Museum of Art, California; The Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, California; 
Perez Art Museum, Miami, Florida; George Eastman Museum, Rochester, New York; Museum of Fine Arts, 
Houston, Texas; Kiyosato Museum of Photographic Arts, Japan and di Rosa Foundation, Napa, California. 
Steidl has published five monographs of Kuhn’s work to date, her newest monograph, She Disappeared into 
Complete Silence, with text by Salvador Nadales, Curator at Museo Reina Sofia in Madrid, Spain. Mona Kuhn 
lives and works in Los Angeles. 
 
For media and sales inquiries, please contact: emily@euqinomgallery.com 
 
Follow Euqinom Gallery on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter @EuqinomGallery 
 

 


